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Abstract
In stereo capture a stereogram of a crossed illusory figure pulls a texture bounded by the illusory contours to the same depth
plane with the illusory figure. We investigated whether three-dimensionally curved and slanted illusory figures could capture a
repeating background texture. According to results, stereoscopic capture was perceived when a disparate illusory contour was
slanted provided that the period of the background texture was consistent with the three-dimensional geometry of the illusory
surface. We suggest that stereo capture is actually induced by disparate rows of points defined by vertical cut-out sectors and the
induced disparity spread is constrained by illusory contours and possible discrete matches of the background texture. © 1998
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Stereoscopic capture is created when a stereogram of
a crossed illusory figure is superimposed on a texture of
repeating elements so that the illusory plane appears to
float above the background texture (Fig. 1). The repeti-
tive background texture is ambiguous, i.e. it allows
multiple binocular matchings of the elements. Because
each binocular match corresponds to different per-
ceived depth, the texture can be perceived in multiple
depth levels. Usually the whole texture is perceived in a
single depth plane, but when a crossed illusory figure is
superimposed on the texture, multiple depth levels are
perceived. The texture that is bounded by the crossed
illusory contours is pulled to the same depth plane with
the illusory figure while other parts of the texture
remain in a more distant plane [1]. Information about
depth is somehow distributed from the vertical cut-out
sectors of the inducers to the area of illusory figure.
According to Ramachandran [2], stereo capture can be
explained as an economical way of solving the problem
of three-dimensional image segmentation, i.e. the visual
system attributes disparity of large stimulus features to
the finer details that are enclosed between them. Others
have shown that spread of disparity information is an
important part of stereo capture [3,4].
Experiments have demonstrated that three-dimen-
sionally slanted [5] or curved [6] illusory planes can be
created, but stereoscopic capture has only been studied
with frontoparallel surfaces. Ramachandran [2] and
Ramachandran and Cavanagh [1] suggest that overlap-
ping illusory surfaces produce clear capture, but curved
or slanted ones do not. Because demonstrations
ofcurved or slanted capture has not been presented and
an explanation for the disruption of capture has not
been clearly defined, we wanted to know what are the
determinants of three-dimensionally slanted and curved
capture. Our experiment consists of six stereograms,
three of which are replications of Ramachandran’s [2]
descriptions, and three others which are their modifica-
tions, revealing new constraints that have to be satisfied
to render slanted stereoscopic capture possible.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Eighteen students, aged between 19 and 35 years,
participated in the experiments receiving course credits* Corresponding author. E-mail: jukka.hakkinen@helsinki.fi.
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Fig. 1. Stereogram of a frontoparallel stereo capture. In this and all
subsequent stereograms a crossed fuser should fuse the left and center
images and an uncrossed fuser should fuse the opposite pairs. Discus-
sion concerning figures refer to the center and right images. Stereo
capture can be produced by adding disparity to the vertical edges of the
cut-out sectors and bar ends that define the illusory figure. The disparity
that brings the illusory figure forward captures the wallpaper pattern
within the bounds of the illusory surface; consequently the background
pattern appears in the same depth plane with the illusory figure.
2.3. Stimuli
Stimulus figures were stereograms in which the illu-
sory figure was always at least partly in crossed dispar-
ity. Background consisted of small dots that did not
convey any disparity information. Three variables were
changed during the experiment: three-dimensional slant
or curvature of the illusory figure, three-dimensional
slant of the whole picture, and finally, the period of the
background texture. The size of the rectangular illusory
plane was 2.41.1 cm (10.14.6°) when the plane was
frontoparallel and the size of the triangular illusory
plane was 2.11.8 cm (heightwidth; 8.87.6°).
Viewing distance was constant at 13.5 cm. In the exper-
iment the stimuli were simple stereopairs that were
viewed with a stereoviewer, but in this article the
stereograms consist of three half images. The center
image is used twice: readers who fuse by crossing their
eyes should view the two leftmost images and those
who fuse by uncrossing should view the two rightmost
ones.
2.4. Procedure
The stereograms were shown with a prism stereo-
scope (Stereoptics, Earthings Corp.). Before the experi-
ments the ability of each subject to see stereoscopic
depth, stereoscopic slant (geometric effect) and capture
were confirmed. After the initial test the subjects were
shown eight stereograms presented in Figs. 1 and 2(a),
Fig. 3(a), Fig. 4, Fig. 6(a, b) and Fig. 7(a), and they
verbally reported their observations. If the spontaneous
report did not include the three-dimensional structure
for their participation. All had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. The subjects had not previously partici-
pated in a perception study.
2.2. Apparatus
The stimulus stereograms were produced with an
Apple Power Macintosh 8100:80AV and Illustrator
program. The stereograms (Fig. 1, Fig. 2(a), Fig. 3(a),
Fig. 4, Fig. 6(a,b)) were printed on film by Digital
Palette equipment and developed as color print photos.
For technical reasons the stereogram in Fig. 7(a) was
designed with Micrografx Designer 3.1, printed with
HP 4M600600 dpi printer (2415 cm) and re-
duced to the final size of 8.23.9 cm (31.316.1°)
with Canon NR4050 copying machine.
Fig. 2. (a) A stereogram in which the vertical cut-out sectors on the left have crossed disparity and vertical cut-out sectors on the right have no
disparity. When viewed stereoscopically, the illusory plane between the vertical edges is linearly interpolated and a three-dimensional slant around
vertical axis (geometric effect) is perceived. The background texture is frontoparallel. The perception of stereoscopic capture was difficult in this
stereogram. The following schematic (b–d) represent the three alternative percepts that were reported by different subjects. Continuous line
represent an opaque plane and dotted line represents a transparent plane. (b) Seventy-two percent of the subjects perceived transparent slanted
illusory plane without capture; (c) 22.2% perceived bent capture; (d) 5.6% perceived slanted capture.
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Fig. 3. (a) A stereogram in which the vertical cut-out sectors on the right have uncrossed disparity and vertical cut-out sectors on the left have
crossed disparity. The background texture is frontoparallel. (b) Sixty-one percent of the subjects perceived transparent slanted illusory plane
without capture; (c) 22.2% perceived slanted capture; (d) 16.7% perceived bent capture. Because half of the slanted illusory plane was in uncrossed
disparity, the inducers on right were perceived as circular holes through which the corners of the illusory plane were visible.The slanted illusory
plane was not perceived continuous and the uncrossed part of it was perceived as a separate frontoparallel or slightly slanted plane.
of the illusory plane or the three-dimensional localiza-
tion of the dots, the subjects were asked to specify these
aspects. During the experiments subjects reported that
some of the stereograms were unstable and difficult to
perceive. In such a situation we asked the subjects to
describe the alternate percepts and then name the most
dominant one.
3. Results
We began by replicating the frontoparallel stereo
capture of Ramachandran and Cavanagh [1] (Fig. 1).
The capture was easy to perceive, 94% (17 out of 18)
subjects were able to see it unambiguously (x1214.22,
PB0.0002).
To validate the observations of Ramachandran [2] we
created three stereograms (Fig. 2(a), Fig. 3(a) and Fig.
4) which were similar to those described in his article.
In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) the illusory surface is three-di-
mensionally slanted. The slant was created according to
the descriptions of Ogle [7] who demonstrated that a
continuous area between two vertical edges of different
disparity is horizontally interpolated between the edges
(geometric effect) and Blomfield [5] who demonstrated
this effect with illusory contours. In Fig. 2(a) the verti-
cal cut-out sectors on the left have crossed disparity
and the right vertical cut-out sectors do not have
disparity. The disparity configuration implies a slanted
surface starting from the background level on the right
and continuing linearly to the crossed edge on the left.
In Fig. 3(a) the right vertical cut-out sectors have
uncrossed disparity and left vertical cut-out sectors
have crossed disparity. This implies a slanted surface
starting behind the background and continuing linearly
to the crossed disparity edge on the left. The purpose of
these figures was to test whether a slanted illusory
contour can capture a periodic background texture [2].
Subjects reported that the stereogram in Fig. 2(a) was
unstable and difficult to perceive. When we asked the
subjects to name the most dominant percept, three
alternate percepts emerged. In the percept of transpar-
ent slanted surface (72.2%, 13 out of 18 subjects, Fig.
2(b)) the background was not captured and the illusory
plane seemed to be transparent and slanted. In the
percept of bent capture (22.2%, four out of 18, Fig.
2(c)) the crossed side captured the texture elements and
formed a plane bending smoothly towards the back-
ground along the illusory plane. In the slanted capture
percept (5.6%, one out of 18, Fig. 2(d)) the slanted
illusory plane captured the texture elements and a
slanted plane with dots was perceived.
When Fig. 3(a) was shown to the subjects, they again
complained that the three-dimensional configuration
was difficult to perceive and the percept was unstable.
The results (Fig. 3(b–d)) were similar to the Fig. 2(a),
Fig. 4. Stereogram of a wallpaper pattern on which are superimposed
cut-out sectors that define a three-dimensionally curved illusory sur-
face. An illusory triangle was perceived as curving smoothly towards
the observer. However, it did not usually capture the background
texture: only one subject out of 18 perceived capture.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the matching configuration in the stereogram of Fig. 2. In both figures the left eye’s view is shown above and
the right eye’s view below. A number is used to refer to a particular dot, i.e. dot 1R refers to the leftmost dot in the right eye’s view. The black
rectangles portray the inducers. A connecting line between the rows indicates a match between dots in the two eyes. If the background dots were
matched so that a perception of a slanted plane would result, the disparity should gradually decrease from left to right. It is not possible to make
such discrete matches. (a,b) demonstrate the two possible discrete matches that can be formed in this configuration. (a) If the dots are matched
from left to right, a frontoparallel plane that is in crossed disparity is formed. Dot 15R remains unmatched. (b) If the dots are matched from right
to left, a frontoparallel plane that is in the fixation plane is formed. Dot 6R remains unmatched.
again there were transparent slanted illusory plane
without capture (61.1%, 11 out of 18, Fig. 3(b)), slanted
capture in crossed direction (22.2%, four out of 18, Fig.
3(c)) and bent capture (16.7%, three out of 18, Fig.
3(d)) alternatives. Because half of the slanted illusory
plane was in uncrossed disparity, the inducers on the
right were perceived as circular holes through which the
corners of the illusory plane were visible, in accordance
with Blomfield [5] and Ramachandran and Cavanagh
[1]. The slanted illusory plane was not perceived contin-
uous and the uncrossed part of it was perceived as a
separate frontoparallel or slightly slanted plane.
To test stereo capture with curved illusory surfaces
(Fig. 4) we created a stereogram similar to the figures in
the article of Carman and Welch [6]. The perception of
this figure was less ambiguous than in the two previous
ones and the subjects quickly reached a conclusive
interpretation. Stereo capture was very rare as only one
subject perceived it. Majority of subjects (66.7%; 12 out
of 18) perceived a curved and transparent illusory
surface in front of the dotted background. The rest of
the subjects (27.8%, five out of 18) reported seeing
global capture in which the whole background was
frontoparallelly captured to the front of the curved
illusory plane.
These results confirmed the informal observations of
Ramachandran [2]: three-dimensionally slanted or
curved surfaces do not capture a periodic background
pattern. Yet the reason for disrupted capture remained
unclear. The problem becomes more understandable, if
stereo capture is thought not only as depth spread, but
also as a rematching process. When a illusory surface
captures a background pattern, the elements of the
background pattern are actually rematched, i.e. each
background dot is matched with an adjacent dot to
acquire the percept that conforms the disparity of the
illusory plane. The rematching process is easy when the
background pattern is repetitive and the illusory surface
is frontoparallel. Because the distance between back-
ground dots is the same throughout the figure, relocal-
ization of stereo match results in a percept of a
frontoparallel plane in depth. We hypothesized that in
the stereograms in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4 the
background texture was not captured, because it was
not possible to rematch the background dots in accor-
dance with the three-dimensional geometry of the illu-
sory surface. For example, in Fig. 2(a) the period of the
background texture is the same throughout the figure,
whereas the slanted illusory figure would imply a
changing period because of the changing disparity in-
side the illusory plane. The matching possibilities are
illustrated in Fig. 5(a) in which the dots represent the
top row of dots inside the illusory plane (Fig. 2(a)). The
upper row is the left eye’s view (LE) and the lower row
is the right eye’s view (RE). A number is used to refer
to a particular dot, i.e. the dot 1R is the leftmost dot in
the right eye’s view. The black rectangles represent the
vertical cut-out edges of the inducing figures. If two
dots in the left and right eye are matched, a connecting
line is drawn between them. A vertically aligned con-
necting line represents fixation plane match, a line with
bottom end more left than the top one depicts crossed
disparity and a line with bottom end more right than
the top end uncrossed disparity. The illusory plane is
perceived as three-dimensionally slanted because the
right vertical cut-out sectors in the right half-image are
moved to the left so that one column of dots is revealed
(the dot 6R in Fig. 5(a)). When the inducers create a
slanted illusory surface, it is not possible to match the
texture accordingly because there are no adequate dis-
parity matches available to form a linearly increasing
disparity gradient. The constant period of dots supports
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Fig. 6. (a) A stereogram in which the right half-image is horizontally narrower than the left one. This stereogram results in a percept in which
the whole figure is three-dimensionally slanted around a vertical axis. (b) A stereogram of a slanted illusory figure on a parallely slanted
background with a frontoparallel black background. All 18 subjects perceived stereoscopic capture in both figures. (c) Schematic representation
of the matches after stereo capture. Because the background texture is three-dimensionally slanted around vertical axis, it is easy to rematch the
texture in such a way that also the captured texture is slanted.
only a match that results in a frontoparallel surface.
Thus, the stereogram in Fig. 2(a) is perceived as un-
stable, because the percept fluctuates between the two
possible matches that are shown in Fig. 5(a,b). If the
fixation is directed to the left side of the illusory figure,
the leftmost columns (dots 7L and 6R in Fig. 5(a)) are
matched and all the other dots inside the illusory square
are matched accordingly. This match results in a percept
of a crossed frontoparallel texture. However, one of the
dots (15R) remains unmatched and when the fixation is
directed to the right side of the figure, the previous
match is disrupted and the rightmost dots (15L and
15R) are matched. This in turn results in a frontoparal-
lel texture plane that is on the background level (Fig.
5(b)). Our results suggest that the frontoparallel back-
ground percept was more dominant. The lack of stereo
capture in stereograms in Fig. 3a and Fig. 4 is due to the
same constraint: it is not possible to make stereoscopic
matches that correspond to a slanted (Fig. 3(a)) or a
curved (Fig. 4) surface.
If the reason for the disruption of stereoscopic cap-
ture with slanted or curved surfaces is only the lack of
sufficient discrete matches, it should be possible to
design complex stereoscopic capture configurations by
constructing the background texture so that the new
matches are consistent with the shape of illusory sur-
face. The next three stereograms test this hypothesis.
We created a stereogram (Fig. 6(a)) in which the right
half-image is horizontally narrower than the right one.
This implies a stereoimage that is globally slanted
around vertical axis. The discrete matches induced by
the disparate illusory plane are presented in Fig. 6(c)
which shows that the captured plane should now be
perceived as slanted because the new matches induced
by the illusory surface are consistent with the slanted
figure geometry. As a result, all 18 subjects perceived
capture within the illusory square in this stereogram
(x1218.00, PB0.0001). However, many subjects had
difficulties in perceiving the three-dimensional slant ac-
cording to the figure geometry, perhaps because the
perspective cues in the slanted were not adequate [8] or
because there was no reference plane [9]. Since it was
possible that this affected the processes of capture, we
added a black frontoparallel background as a reference
that was visible under the slanted plane (Fig. 6(b)). The
slant was easier to perceive in the modified stereogram
and all 18 subjects perceived capture. The results suggest
that capture is possible in three-dimensionally slanted
planes, if the geometry of the captured texture is consis-
tent with that of the illusory plane, i.e. that the resulting
stereoscopic match of the background pattern corre-
sponds to the slant of the illusory plane.
Because three-dimensionally slanted illusory figure
could capture the background texture when the period-
icity of the background texture was suitably altered, we
hypothesized that it might be possible to create a
frontoparallel texture that would change to a slanted
texture when captured simply by gradually changing the
horizontal periodicity of the background texture. Fig.
7(b) is a schematic description of the top row of dots
inside the illusory square in Fig. 7(a). It shows that the
distance between dots 5 and 6 is much reduced and the
distance increases gradually until it is again normal
between the dots 14 and 15. The change in periodicity
does not affect the stereoscopic perception of the texture
without a disparate illusory surface and the texture is
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perceived as frontoparallel (Fig. 7(b)). However, when
such a texture is captured by a three-dimensionally
slanted surface, the matches are replaced according to
the disparity of the inducing figure. Because the hori-
zontal distance between the dots decrease from dot 5 to
dot 14, also the disparity of the matches increase from
left to right when each dot in the left eye is rematched
with an adjacent dot (Fig. 7(c)). For example, because
the distance between dots 6 and 7 is larger than the
distance between dots 5 and 6, the disparity between
dots 6R and 7L is larger than the disparity between
dots 5L and 6R. Because the distance between dots
5–14 increases gradually, a rematch resulting in stereo
capture produces a gradually increasing disparity inside
the illusory figure. If the illusory figure is similarly
slanted, it should be possible to create a perfect three-
dimensional slanted capture.
As a result, all 18 subjects perceived a clear stereo-
scopic capture on the slanted plane, so our hypothesis
was confirmed (x1218.00, PB0.0001). This demon-
strates that stereoscopic capture is possible even if the
illusory plane is slanted provided that the background
texture conforms with the three-dimensional geometry
of the captured plane.
4. Discussion
Stereoscopic capture was perceived when a disparate
illusory surface was slanted provided that the period of
the background texture was consistent with the three-
dimensional geometry of the slanted surface. In our
experiment, this was achieved by modifying the hori-
zontal width of one half-image or the horizontal peri-
odicity of the background texture. Without these
modifications capture was incomplete or nonexistent as
suggested by [2].
The results indicate that depth capture should not be
conceptualized only as depth spread but also as re-
match of adjacent dots. This leads to two conclusions:
firstly, all the dots inside the illusory plane are not
actually captured. The disparate vertical cut-out sectors
relocate the rows between them (two top and bottom
rows inside the illusory figure in this article) and they
are seen in crossed disparity because there is no other
alternative, i.e. they cannot be matched in any other
way. The actual disparity information spreading affects
only those texture rows that are horizontally adjacent
to vertical illusory contours and vertically adjacent to
the disparate dot rows (third, fourth, fifth and sixth
rows from the bottom of the illusory square in Fig.
7(a)). Because these dots can be matched in multiple
ways, they are the only dots that are really captured.
The role of illusory contours in this process is con-
straining: because of the vertical illusory contours, the
disparity does not flow to the dots outside the vertical
illusory contour. On the other hand, disparity informa-
tion does not flow over horizontal illusory contours
because the dots outside the illusory contour cannot be
matched so that they would be in crossed disparity.
Secondly, we conclude that disparity flow from the
disparate dot rows is constrained by possible discrete
matches that can be made. This point is important
because in three-dimensional segmentation there are
other activation spreading phenomena that are not so
dependent on matching constraint. For example,
Mitchison and McKee [10] used rows of dots to investi-
gate, how stereo correspondence problem is solved in
ambiguous stereograms. Their results indicated that
with short presentation times the disparity of end-
points determine the perceived depth of the intermedi-
ate dots regardless of the possible discrete matches.
Furthermore, they showed that a three-dimensionally
slanted row of dots can be interpolated between dots of
differing disparity. However, it should be noticed that
the interpolation phenomenon represents a transient
stage of disparity matching and the matches move
Fig. 7. (a) Stereogram resulting in a percept of a slanted illusory plane
that captures the background texture. We created slanted capture
geometry by changing the period of background texture inside the
illusory figure. The background texture is stereoscopically localized
flatly on the background but when it is captured, its geometry
supports the perception of three-dimensional slant around vertical
axis. (b) Schematic figure of the matches before capture. All the
connecting lines are vertically aligned so the texture is perceived to be
at the background. (c) Schematic figure of the matches after capture.
The vertical edges of the cut-out sectors determine the rematch of
texture dots. Because the distance between the texture dots 5–14
increases gradually, the rematched texture dots have a gradually
increasing disparity.
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towards discrete matches as a function of presentation
time [11]. In the first papers describing stereo capture
experiments stereo capture and stereo interpolation
were treated as equivalent, because the effect of presen-
tation time was not considered [1,2]. This has also lead
to a hypothesis according to which disparity spread
from unambiguous disparity signals to ambiguous
repetitive elements cannot be applied to three-dimen-
sionally slanted illusory surfaces [12]. Our results sug-
gest that illusory surface does not prevent the
formation of slanted capture and that the failure to
acquire slanted depth capture has been due to inconsis-
tent matching possibilities.
To conclude, we argue that capture of complex sur-
faces is possible if it is possible to stereoscopically
rematch the texture points according to the geometry of
the captured surface. It is also clear that the correspon-
dence problem in ambiguous wallpaper stereograms is
strongly influenced by unambiguous texture points and
illusory contours [13]. However, the unambiguous
points and illusory contours affect the resulting percept
separately. Unambiguous points seem to induce the
rematching process whereas the role of illusory con-
tours is to constrain the rematching process so that
only a limited area is rematched.
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